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October 9, 2014 

Charles K. Ebinger 

Director, Energy Security Initiative 

Brookings Institution 

1775 Massachusetts Ave, NW 

Washington, DC 20036 

 

Dear Mr. Ebinger: 

 

My name is Scott Peterson. I am the Executive Director of the Checks and Balances Project, a 

watchdog group that holds government officials, lobbyists and corporate management 

accountable to the public. I have several questions about the Energy Security Initiative:  

1. When did the Energy Security Initiative (ESI) begin?  

2. Eight of the nine ESI experts listed on your website have professional backgrounds in the oil, 

gas or utilities industries. Of those eight, all but one are former industry executives or 

consultants, while the remaining one is a former government official who promoted shale 

oil. Why are so many of ESI’s experts tied to the fossil fuel industry?  

3. Your Initiative is expressly devoted about energy security – in ESI’s own words, it is devoted 

“to a more secure future.” However, a number of retired military and national security 

leaders see decarbonizing our economy as key to our national energy security. How do you 

square ESI’s strong fossil fuels ties with the name and expressed mission of its Initiative?   

4. Are donor funds earmarked to support particular programs at Brookings? If so, which 

donors support ESI? 

5. Have oil companies - foreign or domestic - donated to support EIS?  

6. Did these donors communicate interest in the hiring or the work of these ESI experts?   

As you know, ESI’s says it is “designed to encourage the development, discussion, and 

dissemination of high-caliber energy research.” I am confident that answers to these questions 

will help the public and media better understand how ESI is pursuing “high-caliber energy 

research” when the lineup of its experts lines up so closely with the vested interests of major 

fossil fuel interests.  

I look forward to your timely reply. If you have questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

 
Scott Peterson, Executive Director  


